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Abstract :- A Quad-copter (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) is
basically a multi-rotor helicopter that is lifted and propelled by
four rotors (two clockwise and two counter clockwise). The
power distribution on four rotors in a quad-copter is
independent. In this project a similar family of UAV is used and
distribution of power on its four different rotors is minimised, so
it takes less energy to traverse to its delivery points and back to
initial point. Project mainly focusses on energy management of
UAV’s. In addition to energy management, we have also decided
to add charging points in between the delivery points so that the
UAV can be recharged in case of less charge.
Index Term:- A Quadcopter, Arduino Board, Medical
Delivery Points, Charging Points.

I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the experiments on quad-copters with latest
technology available has brought out many extra features
and increased the manoeuvrability and hovering abilities.
Nowadays, these quad-copters are widely used in the field of
communication, Defence services like surveillance pf
particular area, information gathering using high definition
cameras. The charging of the quad-copters is also nowadays
of less concern because of wireless charging spots. These
quad-copters are also used in delivering medics and food
items to areas where human help is not possible. The main
application of these quad-copters can be in Military and Law
Enforcements, Photography, Journalism, Humanitarian
Operations, Art, Sport etc. In most of the cases, quad-copters
are being used by peoples for photography and recording. In
Defence sectors, it is used for surveillance and target
tracking and locking. In this project we have planned to
analyse the various situations in which mainly the main
concentration has been on delivery of medicines in times of
medical emergencies. We are mainly focusing on the energy
management of the quad-copter by making it cover all the
emergency points in an energy efficient way.
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This is achieved by calculating the distance of all points from
a fixed initial point of the quad-copter in 2-D space and
traversing the minimum distance path. The same procedure
was followed after reaching the first delivery point. This
continues till the next delivery point. The main logic behind
this is that if the quad-copter travels the less distance each
time it takes off, this makes less energy consumption for the
whole journey. A number of situations are considered and
path planning of the quadcopter is according to the distance
from quadcopter to all the test points. Here, the quadcopter
chooses the least distance point and then from that point to
the next least distance point. This makes sure that there is
proper energy management of the battery in quadcopter. We
have developed an algorithm which is used for path selection.
In addition to this, charging points are incorporated in
between the delivery points. In recent years of research
papers on quad-copter the cross and plus models of
quad-copter’s altitude linear control scheme has been
performed in which a cascade PID controller is used and an
algorithm is generated for control scheme. Two PI
controllers were used in series for control strategy with
consideration of external disturbances [1]. Use of different
kinds of control strategies in quad-copter has always been
the topic of innovation. One of the strategies used in [2] is
Computer torque control for VTOL capabilities. This control
strategy surpasses PID mechanism in many difficult and
complex situations. ”Mikrokopter” which is a open source
quad-copter, yet another type distinguished by it’s in build
sensors and uses a different kind of control mechanism
called as “Nested Loop Structure.” The results from
multi-rate velocity estimator and closed loop control
mechanism are compared with ground truth from a motion
capture system [3][4]. Later on experiments were conducted
on comparing Dynamic models of two quad-copters
including Translational dynamic using Euler-Lagrange
method and rotational dynamic using the Newton-Euler
method [5][11]. Later on more and more features were added
in the quad-copters which enhanced the utility of the
quad-copter for better and more versatile manner. New
features installed in the quad-copters included Open-source
RC transmitters and receivers, Open LRS transmitter, open
LRS receiver, and OSRC transmitter. Autopilot feature was
on the run. Many in build sensors were introduced for
navigation and detection purposes [6][10]. During these
times any quad-copter in the market was fully installed with
all kinds of current additional
features to attract viewers.
This also marked the rise in
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the price of quad-copters. There has also been some
innovations in decreasing the cost of quad-copters using low
cost microcontroller-based Hover control design in which
flight control is made simpler by making the quad-copter fly
at constant level height and also making manoeuvring easy
[7][9]. A small-fixed wing aircraft’s path planning modified
using in build wind velocity sensors sensing wind speed. The
path planning is majorly affected by aircraft’s flight
structure and kinematics and wind estimate [8][12].
Fig.1a Quad-copter trajectory with distant
delivery points.

II. SITUATION AND ITS REACTION
A. Explanation of the Situation
In the situation considered main emphasis is given to
flight duration capability of a quad-copter by making it
consume less power so as to cover all its destination points in
accord with Energy Conservation principle. So to achieve
that a medical operation scenario is designed. In that
scenario four of delivery points are considered along with the
initial position of the quad-copter. The quad-copter is made
to respond to these delivery points as soon as the signal is
received from them.

C. Path Planning with Equidistant Delivery Points:When the delivery points are equidistant from initial
position of the quad-copter and also from all the delivery
points then it becomes difficult to apply the least distance
strategy introduced. To overcome the given situation
priorities were set to ensure the correct mapping of the
delivery points. For that delivery points with Emergency will
set a Flag to signal the quad-copter and it will try to map the
same point delivery point first and after that it will go on
with calculating least distance henceforth and map them.

B. Analysis of the situation:
Basically to manage the power consumption quad-copter is
made to move in 2-D space by calculating the distance
using a Distance Formula.
[Eq. 1]
d= [(x2-x1)^2+(y2-y1)^2]^1/2
Quad-copter can be made to travel to any of the delivery
points as per the least distance covering strategy. By making
the quad-copter travel through delivery points in this
strategy brings out the idea of consuming less energy to
travel between delivery points.
SIMULATION RESULTS OF PATH PLANNING
Path Planning Of the quad-copter For the path generation
of quad-copter, a Matlab algorithm is generated and
simulation results were obtained. Firstly, the distance from
the initial point of quad-copter to the rest of the delivery
points is calculated. Secondly, algorithm analyses the least
distant point from the initial point and quad-copter maps the
nearest point from its initial point. This is done again from
the current point of the quad-copter only this time previous
initial point of the quad-copter is not into consideration.
This is repeated until all the delivery points are covered.
This process makes it easy for the driver/autopilot to
understand and assimilate whether quad-copter can travel
the next delivery point depending on the charge in the
battery of quad-copter.
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Fig. 2a.Zrajectory of quad-copter with equidistant
delivery points with emergency at [4,0] [Eq. 1]
D. Path Planning of the quad-copter when there is
two Emergency points:When there is two emergency points, one thing that can
be done is setting different coloured flags at both different
destinations and give priority to one of them. Here in one of
the simulation results we are including two different
coloured points as red and black. Here the priority is given to
red point first and then to black. After responding to these
two points other delivery points are covered.
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for the quad-copter to map. Different scenarios were
considered which depicted the various situations in which
the quad-copter has to travel to destination points. Later
charging points were introduced and mapped for the
quad-copter to get charged while travelling to delivery
points. In practical sense of this paper, while there is two
emergency points or more than that then a signal can be
generated by the on field quad-copter to the master station
and more quad-copters can be sent to the locations of
emergency. This can be applied to the major rescue
operation situations or maybe to more surveillance
destinations. As far as charging of the quad-copter is
considered wifi-charging of these quad-copters can be done
on the spot for better field performance.

Fig. 2c. Trajectory of quad-copter with two
Emergency points

III. INTRODUCTION AND MAPPING OF
CHARGING POINTS:-
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Fig.3a. Introduction of charging points in the
quad-copter path planning

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed how energy management can be
done using on the quad-copter by path planning of the
quad-copter. Using distance formula as an equation to
calculate the distance and choosing the efficient energy path
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